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ABSTRACT 

 

   Today in the era of modern technology micro electronics play a very vital role in every aspects 

of life of an individual, increasing use for micro electronics equipments increases the demand 

for manufacturing its components and its availability, reducing its manufacturing time, 

resulting in increasing the failure rate of the finished product. In order to overcome this 

problem the Technocrats develop a method called Verification, a process which is a part of 

manufacturing microelectronics products and its main objective is to verify the intent of the 

design is preserved in its implementation. 

The work embodied in the thesis presents the design of 8B/10B encoder IP and its Verification 

using OVM. Coverage analysis is a vital part of the verification process; it gives idea that to 

what degree the source code of the DUT has been tested. The Code coverage analysis increases 

the verification efficiency enabling the verification engineer to isolate the areas of un-tested 

code. It has become a criterion for finishing unit level testing as it needs to verify every feature 

of component or unit. 

In the later section of the thesis, The Open Verification Methodology (OVM) is used to design 

a VIP and verify the encoder IP; the verification IP is built by developing verification 

components using SystemVerilog and OVM class library, which provides the suitable building 

blocks to design the test environment. 
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Chapter-1 

 INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Introduction 

 

 Intellectual Property (IP) Cores are of first line of choice in the development of Systems-on-chip 

(SOC). IP Cores are register transfer level (RTL) codes which achieve certain desired 

functionality. Today the foundation of digital systems design depends on Hardware description 

languages(HDLs) rather than schematic diagrams. These  RTL codes are well tested codes which 

must be ready for any use in SOC development. 8B/10B encoder is a block that is frequently 

used in communication systems; hence development of IP Cores for 8B/10B encoder is 

important. Predominant part of the development process of IP Cores using HDLs is verification. 

Verification is an exhaustive process of checking the function of this code. It is the process used 

to display the objective of the design is concealed in its implementation.   With the increase in 

complexity of designs, the functional verification have increased sharply in recent years mainly 

pushed by the major EDA companies. Today the verification engineers have outnumbered the 

design engineers for the most complex designs. Studies revealed that 74% of all respins of ICs 

are due to functional errors. Verification has become the bottleneck in a project's time-to-profit 

goal [1]. According to the International Technology Roadmap for Semiconductors (ITRS), in 

many application domains the verification of the design has become the predominant component 

of a project's development in terms of time, cost, and the human resources dedicated to it [2] .  

The main objective of verification is to identify the bugs and correct it before the design is 

handed over to the customer. A single bug can cause a wide range of failure in the systems or 
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where the design is used. It has been observed, engineers in verification have outnumbered 

design engineers for many of the complex designs, now-a-days the verification engineers are two 

or three in compare to one design engineers. The verification challenge was (and continues to be) 

an ever-present concern, given industry studies estimating that half of all chips designed today 

require one or more respins[3] 

 1.2 Thesis Objectives  

The work reported in the thesis is designing a 8B/10B encoder and its OVM compliant VIP.  In 

this  work the various designing ,simulating and Coverage analysis has been done for the 8B/10B 

encoder such as Code coverage and  its   various types, then finally it was subjected to Open 

Verification Methodology (OVM) and its  performance has been analyzed by the VIP. The 

design and   analysis has been carried out in QuestaSim from Mentor Graphics using QuestaSim-

64 6.5b. 

 

1.3 Motivation 

 

In the modern era of technology the demand for electronics products have increased sharply, this 

happened due to the reducing size and cost, we find its application almost everywhere around us. 

In other words it has became the part of everyone life, with the increasing high demand for this 

products, the time to market is reducing, effecting the proper implementation of the design by the 

design engineers, resulting in bugs. Thus a new process-Verification needs to be incorporated to 

check these bugs. As the time is limited we can create certain IPs which are frequently used,and 

also VIPs for verifying the IPs and made it ready to use when required. The 8B/10B encoder is 
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used for high speed serial data communication, it find its application in USB 3.0, PCI Express, 

Serial ATA and many more. 

 

1.4 Verification 

 

It is a process where all the parts of the design is checked to find out whether it is functioning as 

per the specification and need of the customer , if not why ? And where are the bugs, finding 

them and removing them. In short we can say.  It is the process by which one can know whether  

the objective of the design is conserved in its completion or not. Broadly, if we take up the 

verification then we are focusing on two main things i.e the observed behavior of the design and 

the designers intent are equal or not ?.If we take up a pictorial view of this statement it will look 

as shown in the fig.1.1. 

 

Fig. 1.1 Comparing Design and Intent 
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Verification is a major step in VLSI-CAD tools. The two main question which govern the 

verification environment is: Does it Work ? Are we Done ?If we take up the above two question 

in a flow chart form then it can be presented as shown in the fig 1.2. 

 

 

Fig. 1.2 Two-Loop flow 
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First, we ask Does it work? If the answer is NO, then we have to debug the design. In the Corse 

of debugging the design it may happen that we have to make changes in design 

implementation. Once the design works to its extent, the second question comes into play i.e 

Are we done ? This is answer by collecting and comparing the coverage information with the 

thresholds specified in the test plan. If the answer is yes, it is done and if it is no then we have 

to modify the testbench to increase the coverage. Then again simulate it to get the result. This 

can result in new bugs and we have to go back to the first question again. In the Ideal world the 

design contain no bugs but in the real world the design undergo much iteration to achieve yes 

answer for the two questions. 

 1.5 Need for Verification 

It has been found that a large number of electronic products failed to stand in the market for 

long time, there are several reason for this among which one is its efficiency and correctness in 

its functionality. These factors are affected due to presence of bugs in the designed product. If 

the bug is in dead code, it can be accepted but if it is in active code it may result in disruption 

or failure of the design either instantly or in course of time. So to check this bugs, increasing 

the efficiency of the design, uplifting the market value and finally providing better customer 

satisfaction, the design of the product need to pass through the verification process. 

 

 1.6 Different steps of verification 

 

The different steps involved in the verification process are: 

Planning: After the preliminary design specification is completed, the first verification phase is 

started Verification planning [4]. The responsibilities in Verification planning are:  
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1) Extraction of feature from design specification. 

  2)    Cataloging Test cases. 

 3)    Planning the Verification Environment Architecture. 

 Feature Extraction: All the features of DUT are extracted from design specification. Mainly 

the features are configuration. Interface protocol, data processing protocol and status 

communication[4]. 

Cataloging  Test cases: Categorizing all this features according to where these features are 

verified [4] 

  

 What are the features covered by random stimulus generation?  

 What are the features verifiable by writing separate test cases?   

 What features assertions can catch?  What features the coverage module contains? 

  

Verification Architecture:  Environment The Verification environment structure is described 

by the   Verification planning. Depending upon the project requirements, following  points   like;   

Reusability,   Is   it a verification IP. What blocks the verification language can support. 

Controllability of the stimulus generation etc.  are considered while Architecture is built[4] 

 

Next phase is to build the Verification environment[4].  

Final phase is to verify the DUT using the environment built[4]. 
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 1.7 Methods Of Verification 

Three basic methodologies used are: 

 

1.7.1 Assertion based Verification:  
 

Assertions based verification dynamically monitor a  design  to ensure the design errors and 

correct  functionality of the design. Hence the debug time is reduced and there is  great increase 

in the observability . This methodology is supported  with wide number of tools because of 

assertion based languages like SVA and can be implemented with Verilog,System Verilog and 

VHDL designs. 

 

1.7.2 Open Verification Methodology: 
 

The OVM  is truly interoprable,open and  proven verification methodology based on  standard 

IEEE 1800 SystemVerilog. The Ovm has the capability of exploiting the object oriented 

programming features of System Verilog. The testbenches of OVM support assertions and 

functional coverage collection. The OVM library has several components which can be reused 

as and when required. 

 

1.7.3 Processor driven Verification: 
 

These type of verification provides greatest re-usability in the project life. But the test carried 

out by this verification does not cover the entire interaction between  the processor and the 

external logic. 
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1.8 Thesis Outline 

 

Following the Introduction the thesis organization is as follows: 

Chapter 2: This chapter describes the  8B/10B encoder,its structure and the coding scheme     

used . 

Chapter 3: This chapter describes the Code coverage analysis of the encoder, in this chapter                 

the various types of code coverage analysis have been given. This chapter includes 

the result  and code coverage summary as well as code coverage report of the 

encoder IP. 

Chapter 4: This chapter describe the Open Verification Methodology, its various components, 

its libraries, layered organization and also the verification enivironment.The 

chapter includes application of OVM to encoder IP and the result obtained. 

Chapter  5:  This chapter contains the conclusion and the future scope of the work. 
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Chapter -2  

8B/10B Encoder 
2.1 Introduction 

  

The 8B/10B encoder is a block which is frequently used in communication systems. The coding 

scheme was developed by A.X. Widmer and P.A. Franaszek in the year 1983.The coding scheme 

was published in IBM Journal of research and development,IBM was issued a patent for this 

coding scheme that year. The 8B/10B encoder is used to generate ample data transition for 

facilitating a clock recovery function in the various networks, also it provides a DC balance by 

trying to equalize the number of „0‟ and „1‟ in the data stream[5] . A byte-oriented transmission 

code converts an 8 bit symbol to a 10 bit symbol [6,7]. The converted 10 bit symbol should be 

such that it contains equal numbers of 1's and 0's. The applied scheme is such that never more 

than five consecutive 0‟s or 1‟s are transmitted. The disparity is the difference in the number of 

1's and 0's and can accept values of 0, +1 or -1 in the encoded 10-bit symbols. In order to 

maintain an overall DC balanced stream the disparity of one 10-bit output code is fed back to the 

encoder in order to reimburse for non-zero disparity if any. The 8B/10B encoder have its 

application in PCI express, Serial ATA, USB 3.0, Fiber Channel, 33A and many more. 2.2 

Structure of 8B/10B encoder: The transmission code includes special characters known as D 

characters and K characters. The parity is monitored in each byte of transmission code and 

accordingly positive or negative parity is related to D and K characters. In order to maintain a 

balanced running parity, the encoder  selects the parity for each code word. In this 8B/10B 
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encoder the each incoming byte of data is fragmented into two different sub-blocks [8] which is 

shown in Fig 2.1. 

 

Fig. 2.1 8B/10B Encoding block diagram[6] 

The first five inputs ABCDE gives abcdei as output and the remaining three inputs FGH 

yields the output fghj, following the encoding schemes 5B/6B and 3B/4B respectively. 

Every 10-bit encoded data group has one of the three possibilities to help in  limiting the 

number of consecutive "Is" or "0s" in any 2- code words [8]. 

Five "Is' and five"0s"  

Four "Is" and six"0s"  

Six"ls" and four "Is" 
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2.2 8B/10B Coding Scheme 

The encoding scheme of 8B/10B is done by following the coding plans and rules as describes in 

[6] for 5B/6B encoding Table 1 is referred and Table 2 is referred for 3B/4B encoding. 

2.3 5B/6B Encoding Scheme 

The column heading "Name" in the Table 1, states the inputs for  32 decimal equivalents, 

ABCDE with A as lowest bit and E the highest bit in terms of order. The  line K must be held at 

0 for regular data (D.x);some code points which can be recognised as other than data can be a 

part of special characters; These code points have 1 or x in the K column and are represented as 

D/K.x or K.x. In order to encode a special character the K line must be kept 1. In the 

classification columns, L04 means that there are no 1s but four 0s in ABCD; L13 means that 

there are one 1 and three 0s in ABCD, etc. The significance of  L is, this logic function or 

categorization is part of the 5B /6B encoder. Analogous functions labeled P are defined for 

decoding. The complementation is shown here with an accent marked to the right side of the 

symbol. E
‟
 means the complement of E; a dot (. ) stands for the logical AND function. The code 

points which get generated directly from the logical functions of 5B/6B in respect of inputs from 

ABCDE are listed under the left abcdei heading. The design of the coding table is such that while 

passing through the encoder a minimal number of bits must get changed,so that the 

transformation that are needed can be categorized into some groups applicable to several code 

points. When there is an interaction between the  inputs and the logical conditions listed on the 

left side under bit encoding, there is a change in the bits and the value assigned to the bits are as 

under left abcdei column; e.g., if L04 holds, the digits b and c  are put on to 1s, as shown for D.O 

and D.16. The i-digit is applicable to  D.16. (L04.E) and D.31 (L40.E) as second entry in the bit 

encoding column. There are certain lines where there is no classification entry,for them the 
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ABCDE bits remain unchanged into abcde and the i-bit is also 0 [6]. In the classification column 

if bit encoding is given and Disparity is not given then, the ABCDE bits transform unaffected 

into abcde and the additional i-bit is 1 If bit encoding is not given and Disparity is given then, the 

ABCDE bits transform unaffected into abcde and the additional i-bit is 0. The column headed 

"alternate abcdei" to the right of the table 1 shows the complement for those ABCDE inputs, 

which have alternate code points. As per the disparity rules Individual 6B and 4B sub blocks are 

complemented. The running  disparity is either +1 or -1 at all sub-block boundaries but  never 0. 

Table 2.1 5B/6B Encoding[6] 
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2.4 3B/4B Encoding Scheme 

The Table 2[6] follows the conventions and notations of Table 1[6] and converts the bits 

FGH into the digits fghj. In order to classify the disparity some columns in Table 2 have 

double entries.  

Table 2.2 3B/4B Encoding[6] 

 

Table 2.3 Special Characters(K=l)[6] 
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2.5 Special Characters 

The code points apart from the 256 which are needed to encode a byte of data are called Special 

characters.They are used for establishment of synchronization of byte, to mark packets start and 

end, and sometimes to signal, such as ABORT, RESET, SHUT-OFF,IDLE, that are control 

functions and link diagnostics. The set of twelve special characters depicted in Table 3 can be 

generated by the coding rules given in Table 1 and 2. They all meet the terms with the general 

coding constraints of a max. run length of 5 and a max. digital sum variation of 6 [6]. 
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Chapter 3  

Coverage Analysis  
 

3.1 Introduction 

 

 Coverage analysis is used to measure the effectiveness of verification implementation, a 

quantitative measurement of the testing space. This analysis states the depth to which the DUT 

source code has been tested. By applying code coverage analysis techniques to RTL codes of 

certain blocks, the efficiency of verification  was enhanced by enabling a verification engineer to 

separate area of untried RTL code. The verification engineer finds out the low values by 

examining the coverage report, and understands why that particular code hasn
‟
t been tested fully 

and write more exhaustive tests or directs randomness to cover the areas untested where there 

could be a possibility of presence of a hidden bug. 

 

3.2 Code coverage Analysis of encoder 

 

The 8b/10b encoder is processed through various sections such as simulation and circuit 

interconnects there after it is processed for Code coverage which includes various  form of 

coverage and the report were generated to get the satisfactory result, in the course of coverage. 

There various form of Code coverage are: 

 Statement Coverage/Line coverage 

 Block/segment coverage 

 Conditional coverage 
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 Branch coverage 

 Toggle coverage 

 Path coverage 

 FSM coverage 

 

3.2.1 Statement Coverage/Line Coverage 

Statement coverage or line coverage is a type of coverage which is easily understandable. This 

coverage should be 100% for a given project. The statement coverage find out exactly how many 

lines of code are covered by the applied stimulus from the given N lines of the code. For 

example if a design under test have 100 lines of code and 60 lines are covered during the test 

then  the DUT has a line coverage of 60%. Statement  coverage does not  includes statements 

which are not executable like timescale,module etc.,but it consider statements like continuous 

assignment statements, Individual procedural statements, etc. i.e which are executable.  

The statement coverage report for the encoder is shown in  3.2  

 

3.2.2  Block/segment coverage 

The block coverage behaviour  and  the statement looks somewhat same. The dissimilarity is that 

block coverage considers branched blocks of case branches, if/else, wait, while, for etc.  The 

dead code in RTL is exposed by this block coverage. 
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3.2.3 Conditional coverage 

The other name for this coverage is expression coverage, this coverage unfolds in which way the 

expression and sub-expression in this type of coverage get evaluated. Here only the logical 

operators expression are covered. This coverage doesn‟t stress on how the Boolean value was 

obtained from the given conditions rather it stressed on total no. of checked cases to the total no. 

of present cases. Let say, one expression having Boolean expression like NAND or NOR, so  

expression coverage is entries  which  is given to that expression to the total possibilities.  

The Conditional coverage report for the encoder is shown in 3.2 

 

3.2.4  Branch coverage 

The other name of this coverage is Decision coverage which reports the true or false of the 

conditions like the ternary operator (? :),  if-else and case statements. For an "if " statement, this 

coverage will check for both the true and false condition although the else statement is not 

present. 

The Branch coverage report for the encoder is shown in 3.2 

 

3.2.5 Toggle coverage 

It verifies or records the no. of times the net and variables get toggled. Toggle 

coverage should be simple as it signifies the toggled nodes to the total nodes 

present..Among the variety of transition only 1-> 0 and 0-> 1 are intresting rest are not 
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important.This coverage shows which signal does not change the state.The zero-delay 

glitches are not considered in this coverage.In gate level simulation this is very useful.   

The Toggle coverage report for the encoder is shown in 3.2. 

 

3.2.6 Path coverage  
 

An interesting measure is given by path coverage. The  conditional statements like  if-else, case 

in the design diverse path   is formed which  diverts the course of stimulus to the specific path.In 

compare to branch coverage the path coverage is consider as more complete as the errors present 

in the operations sequence can be detected by the path coverage. This coverage is taken up 

possibly always and effectively in function blocks. If a path is formed by more than one block 

than that path is not covered. The analysis of the path coverage report is a very tedious task.  

 

3.2.7  FSM coverage 

The FSM coverage is one of the complex type of code coverage, as its job is to study the 

behaviour of the design. By using this type of coverage all the bugs related to the FSM design 

can be easily located. The important point in this coverage is that to check out the no. Of times 

visiting of states, its transition and no. Of sequence covered in a FSM.  
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(i)  State coverage: 

It signifies the number of states visited to the number of states present. Let say, among M 

no. of states the state machine transect only M-2 states then uncovered alert will be given by 

coverage. It is advisable to cover all the states 

(ii) Transition coverage: 

Transition which are possible, there in the finite state machine is called total no. of transition. 

Transition coverage compare the total no. of transition with the transition from one state to 

another which has been counted.  

 

3.3 Results and Discussion 

To measure the Code coverage of the encoder the code was compiled and then 

simulated to get the encoded output, as shown. The simulation results for the 8B/10B 

encoder has been presented in Fig 3.1 
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Fig. 3.1 Simulation and timing analysis 

 

The Fig. 3.2 along with the comments in the transcript window, states that the encoder output 

and disparity matches also it matches to the decoder. 
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Fig. 3.2 Simulation result 

The Dataflow in circuit interconnects as shown in Fig. 3.3  was also verified. Here by using the 

Dataflow window  the physical connectivity of the design was explored and also the outputs 

were traced that propagate through the design. If any connection has to be verified then the wire 

has to be double clicked,which will show the further connection,if any or else it will change to 

green colour,stating the connection has been verified. 
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Fig. 3.3 Data flow with interconnects 

 

Now, to check the corresponding code for the connector i.e any of the connector, the connector 

is double clicked then the cursor jumped to the source code  window as shown in fig 3.4 and a 

blue pointer points the statement related to that line among the code which is related to it. 

 

Fig. 3.4 Source code with indicator 
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Similarly, the wave viewer in the data flow window fig 3.5 changes as per the connector i.e the 

wave shows the input and output for that connector only. The figure below shows the simulation 

and Dataflow window at various levels. 

 

Fig. 3.5 Data flow window with wave viewer. 

 

After covering the Dataflow interconnects of the design the various forms of code coverage was 

done individually  and each output was verified. The subsequent figures shows the output result 

of various types of code coverage The table below describes the significance of various marks in 

the coverage figure shown.  
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Table 3.1 Coverage Icons 

Icon  Description  

Green 

checkmark  

Indicates a statement that has been executed  

Red X  Indicates  that a statement in that line has not been 

executed(zero hits)  

Green E  Indicates a line that has been excluded from code 

coverage statistics  

Red XT or 

XF  

Indicates a true or  false branch (respectively) of a 

conditional statement has not been executed  

 

 

 

Fig. 3.6 Missed Statement 
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Fig. 3.7 Missed Conditions 

 

Fig. 3.8 Missed Branches 
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Fig. 3.9 Missed Toggles 
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3.4 Coverage  Summary and Report 

The Coverage Summary and Coverage Report gives the details of the Code coverage when 

complete Code Analysis was done for the encoder and coverage report as shown in 

Fig.3.10,Fig 3.11 and Fig 3.12 was generated it is found that the coverage is less than 100%. 

 

 
Fig. 3.10 Coverage Summary 
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Fig.  3.11 Coverage Report(1) 
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Fig. 3.12 Coverage Report(2) 
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Chapter 4 

Open Verification Methodology 

(OVM) 
4.1 Introduction 

The methodology known as OVM is used for functional verification using SystemVerilog, 

inclusive with a following library of SystemVerilog code[9]. OVM is the shortened form for 

Open Verification Methodology. The Open Verification Methodology (OVM), a combined 

development inventiveness between Mentor Graphics® and Cadence® Design Systems, 

provides the initial interoperable, open, SystemVerilog verification methodology in the 

industry[10].For functional verification of digital hardware OVM is used, mostly using 

simulation[9]. The language usually used to express a system or hardware for verification are 

Verilog,System Verilog,VHDL or System C at any suitable concept level . This concept may be 

register transfer level, gate level or behavioral. OVM is clearly simulation-oriented, but OVM 

can also be used alongside assertion-based verification, hardware acceleration or emulation[9]. 

The testbenches in OVM are composed of reusable verification components that are absolute 

verification environments. The method does not depend on vendor and can be interoperated with 

several languages and simulators. The methodology is completely open, and includes a strong 

class library and source code [9].  

4.2 The OVM Library  
 

The figure shown  is a Unified Modelling Language  diagram of OVM library. The technology 

required to built reusable constrained-random, coverage-driven testbenches are provided by the 
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library and methodology[11].The technology provide a unique level of flexibility, customization 

and reusability. 

 

Fig. 4.1 The OVM Class Library[11] 

The Open Verification Methodology gives infrastructure those are TLM based to build reusable 

verification components that can easily communicate through nicely distinct transaction level 

interfaces. The class library of the OVM provides the user to generate sequential constrained 

random stimulus, gather and analyze functional coverage information, and comprise assertions as 

first-class members of the configurable testbench  environment[11].The following points are the 

Specific features. 

 TLM communication as the essential foundation for linking verification 
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components to ease modularity and reuse. 

 Common user-extensible phasing to manage carrying out activity of all 

components in the Environment. 

 It has the ability to change the testbench environments  and write different test for the 

same base env. with min. code changes.  

  Common design interface.  

 It has the ability of direct interface of test writer for designing a testbench and 

specifying constrained layered sequential stimulus. 

 The formatting &  message reporting interfaces are common. 

4.3 Phasing and Execution Management  

During the execution of a simulation a number of phases are taken up by various verification 

components that the OVM defines,this is done to make the VIP from various sources to work 

together.In the new() phase the top-level environment is constructed, there after the child 

components are instantiated, constructed, and configured hierarchically during post_new(). The 

elaboration() phase is used to define the connection between the phase and the post_elaboration() 

phase is used to check and resolve.  The post_elaboration() phase at its end allocate all 

components in the environment,get connected and also become ready for use. Next,the 

simulation contain the pre_run() phase and the run() phase,the first part allow the test to further 

modify and organize verification components and/or the design under test (DUT) earlier to 

executing the test in second part. At the  termination of run(), which is a assignment, three 

reporting phases are  executed:  extract() here results from the specific components are gathered,  

check() determine the test is passed or failed, and  report() signifies in a log file the results of 

each component and their status, using the message severity and formatting routines. 
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Fig. 4.2 Simulation Phases of the OVM[11] 

 

The carrying out of phases is managed routinely all through the environment at all level of the 

hierarchy. 

 

4.4 Layered Organization of Testbenches  

The OVM defines verification components,their structures and interfaces[12].The testbenches in 

OVM are organized in form of layers as shown in the fig. 4.3 
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Fig. 4.3 OVM Testbench Architecture Layers[12] 

The figure shown have five layers i.e Control,Analysis,Operational,Transactors and DUT. The 

last layer or the bottom most layer is the DUT which is an RTL device with pin-level interfaces. 

Just above this layer is the Transactors, devices that convert between the transaction-level and 

pin-level worlds[12]. Above this layer all the components in different layers are transaction level 
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components. The left sided box of this layer displays the name of each layer and the box on the 

right displays the components that each layer contains. The significance of the arrows in the 

figure is that, it show the communication of the layers among them. 

The testbench in OVM can also be represented as concentric organization of components as 

shown in the fig 4.4 

 

Fig. 4.4 Concentric Testbench Organization[12] 

The innermost ring maps to the bottom layer,and the outermost rings maps to the top 

layers[12].The importance of various ring mapping the components are as follows:  
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4.4.1  Transactors 

 

The function of the transactors is to convert the stream of transaction into pin level activity in a 

testbench and vice versa. These transactors must have one pin level interface and one transactor 

level interface; they are basically characterized by this only. The components of transactor are 

Monitor, Driver and Responder.  

Monitor :  It monitors a bus, these are passive  and do not affect the operation of the DUT. It 

observe the pins and converts their wiggles to a stream of transactions[12]. 

Driver: To convert  a stream of transaction into pin level activity  driver are used. 

Responder: It is very much similar to the driver but it does not initiate activity, but respond to 

the activity on pins.  

 

4.4.2  Operational components 

These are the components which are responsible for providing all the things the DUT needs to 

operate, they create traffic for the DUT. These are all transacting level components and there 

ways of  generating stimulus differ with the types of device to verify. There are three different 

kinds of operational components namely; stimulus generators, masters and slaves. 

Stimulus Generators: It may be random, directed or directed random. It create a stream of 

transaction for excersing the DUT. These generators can be free running or can have controls and 

can be independent or synchronized. 
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Master: These are bi-directional components that sends and receives responses. Masters initiate 

activity[12].It can act like stimulus generator in sending transactions. Masters may use the 

response to determine their next course of action[12]. Masters can also be implemented in terms 

of sequences[12]. 

Slave: Like masters  these are also bidirectional components, they respond to requests and return 

responses. 

4.4.3 Analysis Components  

The analysis components track out the the information regarding what's going on in the testbench 

and use that information to determine the correctness and completeness of the test. The two main 

types of analysis components are: Scoreboard and Coverage collectors.  

Scoreboard: These are used to determine the correctness of the DUT. It keep a track with the 

information going in and out of the DUT and determine wheather the DUT is responding 

correctly to its stimulus.   

Coverage Collector: These are used to count things . The main purpose of coverage collectors is 

to count the transaction,so that completeness of the verification can be determined.The particular 

things that a coverage collector counts depends on the design and the specifics of the test[12]. 

4.4.4 Controller   

Controllers form the main thread of a test and orchestrate the activity. Typically, controllers 

receive information from scoreboards and coverage collectors and send information to 

environment components[12]. 
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4.5 Verification Environment using OVM  

A verification environment using OVM is composed of interconnection of verification 

components as shown in the fig 4.5 

 

                                                              Fig. 4.5 OVM Environment 

   

verification environment shown the sequencer produces the sequences of data which is send to 

the DUT through the driver which converts the transaction into pin level activity. The monitor 

keep track with the excersing of the DUT and its reponse and gives a record of coverage of the  

DUT for the test performed. The interface helps in linking the DUT with the verification 

environment.  
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 Ovm_env  

The environment is the result of components of OVM, and it does not posses any different 

functionality.This environment is used to develop and interface the OVM components like 

driver, monitors, sequencers etc. The one environment of OVM can be used as sub Environment 

in another  environment. 

Verification Components  

The verification components classes of ovm are derived from ovm_component class which 

provides features like hierarchy searching, phasing, configuration,reporting, factory and 

transaction recording[13]. Some of the ovm_component classes Ovm_agent Ovm_monitor 

Ovm_scoreboard Ovm_driver Ovm_sequencer 

An agent in ovm contains three subcomponents:driver,sequencer and monitor. If the agent is 

active subtype contain all the three subcomponents but when the agent is passive,subtype 

contain only the monitor[13]. 

4.6 Applying OVM to 8B/10B encoder  

A verification plan was developed to verify the 8B/10B encoder in the OVM environment,The 

suggested encoder was taken as DUT and then it was interfaced with the OVM environment. The 

suggested DUT was written  using verilog coding. The open verification environment was 

created by joining different components written in System verilog coding ,those components are 

monitor,sequencer,driver,interface,test, environment and scoreboard,wrappers and finally the top 

module. The clock signal for the DUT is generated in the top module. The top module contains 

the typical HDL constructs and System Verilog interfaces.In the top module the DUT is 
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connected to the test environment through the interface.The compilation and verification analysis 

was carried out in QuestaSim 64 6.5b from Mentor Graphics.  

4.7 Results and discussion  

 

It was observed after compilation and simulation that the verification environment was 

responding accurately with no errors, then the result generation process for the DUT was carried 

out. The generated result is shown below: 

 

Fig. 4.6 Results of OVM 
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Chapter 5 

Conclusion and Future work 

In this work 8B/10B encoder IP and an OVM compliant VIP was developed. The encoder IP was 

subjected to various analysis. It was observed that the simulation results for the 8B/10B encoder 

generated was satisfactory and also the interconnects among the different connectors are perfect. 

The encoder was verified for code coverage using QuestaSim. During the process of code 

coverage it was found that though the encoder gave the expected output, still its overall code 

coverage is not 100% or approximately nearer to it, indicating that all the paths of the design has 

not been used to their full strength. So it is clear that higher order exhaustive verification has to 

be taken up to reduce the errors in the design and increase the efficiency of the 8B/10B encoder 

IP. Thus, the encoder IP was subjected to  VIP developed using Open Verification Methodology 

environment, and was  verified exhaustively. The result generated from VIP was found 

satisfactory. 

This work can be extended to verify the various IP in the OVM environment and minimize the 

bugs generated, basically in the corner cases. This work can also be taken up to develop various 

VIP, so that it can be used in the designing process, thus reducing the verification time of a 

design. 
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